INFORMATION
SECURITY NETWORK
Information security and data protection
www.itcluster.at/isn

ARE YOUR COMPANY
ASSETS SECURE?
Security is a basic need – for people and increasingly also for companies.
Work and business processes are largely based on IT solutions, which
increase exposure to risks of attack as a result. Information processing
can be a high risk factor if it is not protected adequately. Increasing
pressure to ensure security is felt not only by IT departments, but also by
managing directors and board members.
In order to support Upper Austrian companies in their technical, organisational and legal challenges in the areas of information security and data
protection, the Information Security Network (ISN) has been designed
as a gateway and orientation guidance for providers.
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Subscribe to our newsletter
and stay informed

HOW THE INFORMATION SECURITY
NETWORK PROVIDES SUPPORT

ESTABLISHING CONTACTS
The challenges facing companies are becoming increasingly complex and
need expertise from an ever wider range of disciplines. We see ourselves
as a gateway to providers in the field of information security and data protection and offer you help in choosing your partners.

AWARENESS
At our events we provide the latest information on various aspects of
information security and data protection. We would also be pleased to
hold a presentation at your events to raise awareness on this subject. On
our website www.itcluster.at/isn you will find an up-to-date overview.

TRANSPARENCY
As the central contact point in Upper Austria, we support you in making
your achievements and successes in data protection and information
security visible.

SUBSIDIES
Funding can be provided by the Upper Austrian government for innovative
projects organised by our cluster partners. We would be pleased to
provide you with more information.

WORKING TOGETHER –
BUT SAFELY & SECURELY
We invite you to help us. How does that work?
Make your customers and business partners
aware of the Information Security Network
Share with us your suggestions for lectures,
events, formats & speakers
Mention your ISN membership on your website
Provide information about our events in your
channels
Recommend additional business partners
Invite us to present the ISN in condensed form
at your events
Ask us about organising an awareness
workshop within your organisation
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